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6 Income Differentials 
and Migrations 
R. C O R T ~ S  CONDE* 

Tbose who diiuust historical statistics are right in doiag so, but 
they would be wrong in rejecting them. In fact, any understand- 
ing of statistical information is founded on distrust, and the 
classical problem of statisticr is that of making vllid inference 
hm obsenrtiorP that uc known to be poa. To abandon the 
scraps ofquantitative insight into the past merely on the grounds 
of general suspicion would be as foolish as to rtgard them as 
wholly 4hccumte.' 

In this paper 1 shall endeavour to examine the aistencr ofmta in  
f i c t a s  which may influence the decision to cmignte. I shall deal 
with the case of the outward migration of Italians between 1880 to 
1914 approximately, and in particular toward Argentinst, covering 
the whole or part ofthis period according to available data. In the 
first pIacc the purpose is to ntablish whether- there was a 
relationship between income (wages) differentials and the attrac- 
tion of migranta (pull) as measured by the varktiom of migratory 
flows. The idea is that, besides other noneonomic factors, the 
expectation oT better wages mwt have been an imponant incentive 
to migrate. Hicks wrote that 'difimenccr in net economic 
advantage, chiefly differences in wages arc the main causes of 
migration'.' In Larry Sjaastad's words, 

I wish to txpms mv ~hvntu to Dr Manuel G d o r ~ l  (University of T u c u d n .  . 
Ar~rntina;. t o  Dr Ana Maria Martitcna-Mantel ( b n t r o  dr [nvrstigacioncn 
Ecc,nbrniriu, lnatituto l 'orcuto di l'cllr, Burnae Aim, Argentina,, and to Dr 
Philip hlqmvc ~l'hr Brookings Irntitution) for ~hcir d u l  comments on a 
preliminar? vcnion ofthis paper. It  goes without laving that they cannot be held 
mponsible roc its erron, which un only be attributrd IO thc author. 
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The hypothesis is that there exists a specific functional relation- 
ship between, the income received for an individual and his 
determination to search for superior opportunities in the count- 
ries to which he migrates.3 

It is thus necessary to determine ifsuch differences existed as far as 
Italian and Argentine wages were concerned, then, if there is a 
relationship between that differential and the migratory flows from 
Italy to Argentiva. Furthermore, other substitute indicators are 
sought which may point to such a wage differential, as well as 
attempting to, establish the existence of other factors that could 
cxpla~n the movements in migration. I worked with remittances 
sent by Italian emigrants to their country (of origin) - total 
rrmittanccs and remittances per emigrant. The focus is on all 
Italian emigrants abroad, and not just on those living in Argentina, 
since for this country the available data refer only to remittances 
made through 'postal g i m '  and the Banto di Napoli, and for a 
smaller number of years, starting in ICJOI and 1902 respectively. I t  is 
assumed that the remittances not only indicate the existence of 
income differential between the country where the rcmittanccs -+ 

were sent from and the country where the remittances were 
received, but that they had a more complex effect on migration. O n  
the one hand they provided information on better economic 
opportunities, but on the other they also provided assistance in 
moving. Since total remittances were also the conrcquence of the 
volume of emigrants abroad, they rcflecttd the level of individual 
wealth as well as the efTect of the emigrant Uock. Therefore the effect 
on the emigrant Abw of the exirtence of an emigrant rtock abroad, 
which would be reflected in the ouirtance to the new migrant 
provided by relatives and friends living abroad, hsrs to be a n a l y d .  
This assistance reduced the pecuniary ntld nonpecuniary expenses 
of moving and furthermore, it helped u an informal employment 
network in the labour market of the new country. 

It is the aim of this paper to establish the cxietencc of a 
relationship between migratory flows, income differentiala and 
some of the other facton already mentioned. 



Thcrc arc various problems in comparing purchasing power to find 
our the wage dilkrentials between workers in the country of 
emigration and in the country of immigration.' To compare the 
purchasing power of wages as expressed in the currency of both 
countries, the relative version of the doctrine d'purchasing-power 
parity' shall be followed. Bela Balassa wrote in this respect, 

The purchasing-power parity doctrine means different things to 
different people. In the following, I shall deal with two versions of 
this theory that can be appropriately called the 'absolute' and the 
'relative' interpretation of the doctrine. According to the first 
version, purchasing-power paritis calculated as a ratio of 
consumer goods prices for any pair of countries worild tend to 
approximate the equilibrium rates of exchange. In turn, the 
relative interpretation of the doctrine asserts that, in comparison 
to a period when equilibrium r a g a  prevailed, changes in relative 
prica would indicate the necessary adjustmenu in exchange 
ratu. 
. . . If we compare two quitibrium p i t i ons  which differ only m 
regard to the absolute price levels prevailing in the two countria 
uoda conaidention, the change in tbc equilibrium exchange 
rate will qua1 the change in tbc ratio of price levels between the 
two posi~ions.~ 

Among other rcasons, this vmim has been adopted in the present 
work because it warr necessary tq take into account strong monetary 
disturbances in Argentina -in 1885 it chow the inconvertibility of 
the kso - which had an diect on changes in relative prices. Lnstcad, 
the lira/gqld parity'was maintained in Italy. 

The year 1882 is taken as a h s e  year. In that year there was Plso 
hee convertibility, being a telatively normal year or, L r  as the 
stability of prices w~ concerned. It is a u m e d  that during that year 
the rate of exchange had reflected the price relationship between 
both countries. The composition of exptnditurc (the fami& b&t) 
was similar because to a great mttnt it was affected by the weight of 
foodstuffi in consumption. The prices of agricultural goods, which 
accounted for nearly 50 per cent of the Lmily basket, were set by the 
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in~e r~~a t~ona l  markets and. in respect ol'other goods, h ~ h  countrieb 
wcre pr1c.c-takers. For the subsequent years the rate of exchange was 
adjusted in accordance with the relative variation in prices. 

Thus 

where 

KO = rate of exchange of the base year 
Ai,,, = rate of exchange of parity liralpeso in the year t 
A-o,,, = rate of exchange of parity iira/pcso in the base year 

P,/P, = Italian index prices in respect of base year 
PJP, = Argentine index prices in respect of base year 

The following are the results obtained by comparing the purchasing 
power of the Italian wages and Argentine wages, in pesos, and 
the proportion of the Argentine wages with respect of Italian 
wages. 

The tables show that in the period of imrnigriition there was, in 
the counc of several yearn, an important differential between wages 
tamed by workers in Italy and in Argentina, with the exception of 
the 1 8 p  when there w u  also a aubatantial fall in migration toward 
Argentina. Finally, once the wage differentials were obtained, an 
attempt war made to learn whether there war a relationship 
between the ~riati0IM in these wrge.difltrentiab and the variations 
in Italian immigrant flews to Argentina. With this purpose a 
regreuion wu carried out which did not yield utiafactory nrulu. 

Nevertheleo, it aeemed in principle quite clear that there were 
periods of high differential -the 18809 and 1900s -associated with 
thosc of high immigration flows, and periods of low differentials 
associated with thwe of low flows - for instance, the 18gos. Then, as 
the failure to atablish satisfactory atatistical relationships could be 
due to a weakness in the data and not to the non-existence ofsuch an 
association, an attempt was made to find another variable that 
could be wed as an indicator oft he existence of that differential, and 
b r  which there was continuous and reliable information. 
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TABLE 6.2. R u e s  and turntnal and parib. ra&~ ojexchangr 

Parip Ofiial Market rak 
f i t s  P r h  ra& o/ rate o/ ~Jexchange 

Argentina I&b exchangt exchange lira/pl~o* 
( 1 )  (2) (2)f 0) (3) ( 4 )  (5) 

1882 100.0 100 100 5-00 5 .a) - 
1 ~ 3  95.2 97 1 0 1  5.10 5.O0 - 
1% 100.0 95 95 4.75 5 .00 5 
1885 85.7 97 "3 5.65 5.00 3 a64 
1886 85.7 97 113 5-65 5.00 3.59 
1887 121.2 97 80 4.010 5.00 3.20 
1888 122.2 @ 80 4.00 5.00 3.37 
18&, 121.2 99 81 4.05 5-00 1.77 
18qo 158.7 103 65 335 5.00 1.93 
I & I  181.0 103 57 1.?5 5.00 1.33 
1892 158.7 102 64 3.20 5 .MI 1.51 
3 144.4 100  64 3.45 5.0" 1.54 
1894 173.0 99 57 2.85 5 .MI I .qo 
r&5 IF.5 9!J 59 9.60 5 -00 1.45 
@6 207.9 @ 47 4-35 wJ I -69 
1897 185.7 !# 52 2.60 5 LxJ 1.79 
1898 154.0 !# fi4 3.20 Sam I .gs 
1899 127.0 97 76 3.&, 9.20 9.22 
~ g O O  144.4 @ 6tl 3-40 9.20 9 .1U 

rgol 163.5 @ 60 3-00 P .PO e.00 
rgo2 163.5 97 60 9-00 9.90 2.90 

1903 158.73 100 63 $ 1 ~ 5  9.90 2.90 

190) 50.6 lo1 62 3:IO P.20 P.00 

'905 51.74 '01 9.95 9.20 3 9.20 

1906 57.46 103 9 .& 9 .90 P.20 
rgo7 56.07 108 9 9 a90 s.90 0.90 

'908 s6.49 1°7 9 2.80 0.20 0.90 

1909 9.76 lo) 54 *.95 4 .SO 9.20 

1910 99.09 107 59 9 .60 9 .go P .I0 - rgr I 109 53 s .65 2 .20 c.20 
1912 74.73 114 55 9.75 2.20 P.20 

Thc m L c t  rate d c r c h ~ ~ ~ ~  fbt the period in which therr was no mvcrt ibi l i~y Tor thepe~o 
w u  atabli ihd ai4-6~ the price of gold in Argenlinc pw*. I n  Italy the hrr w u  
maintained united with gold to r fired rate of erchangr. 

Sourcc 'Somnurio dc Strti~uchr Storichc Italianr 1861 -1g55', p. 172 (for, Italy). 
R. h r t k  Condc, El Propeso Arflnm ~Bucnu  Aira: Sudamcricana, 1979) 
,for Argen~inal. 
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IMhllCRA'I'ION FLOWS AND INCOME DIFFEREN I'IALS 

It was stated that the main interest of this work centred on finding 
out whether migrations were a result of the response of individuals 
seeking to improve their economic situation, a fact which would be 
reflected in the existence of income differentials between the 
country of emigration (Supply country) and that d immigration 
(Receiva country). It must be pointed out that such differentials 
should be greater than the pecuniary and nanpecuniary expensol of 
moving. 

In a study camed out on British rnigration to Australia, Allen 
C. Kelly remarked, 

Income difierentiah can be obtained only at a mst. The latter 
includes, among other thmgs, transportation expenses, foregone 
earnings during the transition from one job to another, and 
certain nonpecuniary elements, such as risks and discomfort of 
travel, mering frienbiup, and so forth. The ntc d mupation 
is, therefore, suppased to be associated positively with the 
expected long-term economic benefits and negatively with the 
ex- cd moving, botb as cduated  by the xnipxu.. 

Among the pecuniary expenses the moot out?ltuding.wcm fares, 
the loss of wages during the period between the departure and the 
finding ofa n p  job in the country of immigration and, among the 
nonpecunbry e x p e w ,  the risk and discomtm d travel and, 
above a11 ebe, the abwnceofknown place, funily and friends. Thus 
it was necessary not only to consider income differentials, but also 
the other elements that could conriderably reduce  tho^ benefits, 
the pecuniary and nonpecunivy expense of moving. 

Remittances sent by Italiam abmul were choun am an indicator 
of the variations in income dinerentiah. Scrim d data were 
available, of an adquate continuity and reliability. The &ow of 
remittances h m  one place to enother was an indicator of @her 
waga (income) in the country w h m  the remittances were 
originated. If it is assumed that income was made up of conrump 
tion plus savings, and that remitunca w m  d duac savings, 
the exirtmce of remittances indicates that it was parible to save. 
Furthermore, if it i assumed that consumption remained more or 
less constant in the short term, variationr in remittances can be 
taken as an indication of variations in income. Therelore the 
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remirtances indicate the existence o f a  bbour income differential, 
and their variations indicate variations in the latter. Also they had a 
wider effect, and as a result this indicator became more ambiguous. 
On the one hand, they supplied information on the existence of a 
savings capacity and on the other they allowed to pay for the 
immigrants' moving expenses, that is to say, they were an indicator 
of expected income, but they were moreover a definite factor in 
reducing the expense of moving. 
This occurred with remittances per emigrant. Total remittances 

reflected as well the effect of the number of immigrants in the 
country of immigration, that is the effect of the assistance derived 
from the existence of that migrant stock. In their study on old and 
new migrations to the United States, Dunlevy and Cemery dealt 
with the effect of the migrant stock: 

Migrants stock is included as an explanatory variable to allow for 
the so-called 'family and friends' eflect. It is believed that a larger 
number of penons born in a foreign nation and currently residing 
in a given state will result in a greater flow of information back to 
the home country about opportunitier in that state. Further, the 
prescnce offamily and friends is likely to ease the transition for the 
migrant who settles in their locale. For bath of these reasons,' 
the recent migrant ir expected to be more attracted to those 
destinations in which a larger migrant stock of his countrymen 
currently resides.' 

The 'family and friends' effect which arises from the existence of r 
migrant stock is revealed in the remittances, but it does not end 
here. The stock of fellow countrymen in r foreigh country has other 
effecu: very often on lodging but capecially on the setting up of an 
employment information network making the labour market more 
Ruid and eflective, as a result of which it is poasible to find quickly an 
occupation for the newcomers. This is a central issue in the 
formation of the labour market in the new countries. Other 
nonpecuniary effecu rhould not be dismissed, since they help 
emigration when relatives and friendr can be found in the new 
countries. In thia respect, Philip Nelson found that 

I .  People prefer to live near present relatives and friends. 
2. The distribution of information is important in determining the 

distribution of migration .'J 
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I. Variations in remittance pn rmigrrmt arc an indicator of 
variations in the savings capacity plr c m t g r d  in the new country 
and thus of income differentials -=uming that consumption is 
more or IN constant in the short term and that raving in the 
country d residence do not replace remittances (something 
which will occur later on). They therefore have an idormation 
effect au-a-uu the expectarion of a larger income in the new 
uorld, ar wrll as assbtmg in the reduction of the moving 
expense. Ptulip N e b n  has wntten in thrs respect: 

R e l a t i ~  and friends are the mmt imponant m r c r  d p b  
information at a distance only because they arc the mast 
important source ofjob information in the local labor market, 
for they arc not very ctkicnt carriers ofidormation todistant 
place. We cxpcct h e  distance elasticity d inCurmation 
distributed by mlativci and friends to be greater than the 
average distance ehticity of inlormation.* 

a. In &la/ mnittancn the &cct of remittances pa  emigrant and 
the volume of cmigrant~ abroad or in the rcccivcr counuy - in 
tha caw, Argmtina-am galhered. The stock &t n gatherd 
here: thb is the 'family and frienda' erect, translated in the fact 
that hclp reaches a greater number of people who will bc the 
evcntual immigrants, hclp which is not limited only to is&- 
mation and rrmittancn, but it also has acrucialdfect rinceit scb 
up a resource-allocation network in the labour market. 

The neat step will be to &d out whether them M any atat~tical 
relationship bctween Rows d ltalian emigrants 

(a) to thc r a t  d the world and 
(b)  to Argentina 

and rcmittancra per immigrant, toul 'mmittnnm and mignnt 
stock an caplar~ator) variablcr. 

The analysis has been extended to include thr case of lvalian 
emigration to the rest ol'thc world and rmigrant romittancrs to ltaly 
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during the period 1880-191 3, since this is the period for which the 
best information is available given that in the Argentine case the 
only data on remittanca refer to those made through the Bunco dt 
Nafil i  and postal giros from 1902 onwards. The data always refers 
to Italian emigrants, since theaim is to learn which Italians left their 
country and which Italians received the remittances. 

ITALIAN EMIGRATION ABROAD 

Three regressions will be tried out, corresponding to emigrants from 
ltaly and remittances made by them to Italy. The next one will refer 
exclusively to emigration from ltaly to Argentina, and to the stock 
and remittance of Italians in Argentina. 

Rcgremmion I: Rmnitt.nces per emisrant (t - I ) and em;- 
s r ~ t i o o  (flow) 

I t  is murned in the first one that variations in emigration flows 
abroad are dependent on variations in remittqnces during the 
previous period, in accordance with the following function: 

where 

R = total remittances 
r = average remittance per emigrant 
M = emigrant rtock 
m = emigrant Aow 

The  m u l t  is  wch that: 
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( + )  the numbers in brackets correspond to Student's test (t) 
(** ) degrees of freedom 

The independent variable explains the variation of 41 per cent in 
the dependent one, and test 1 of the parameter of the independent 
variable permits the rejection of the null hypot hcsis. 

Thus, although the signs are correct, the explicit power of the 
average remittance variabk b not too high, a fict that does not 
allow one to reach a more precise conclusion, Alternatively, it is 
possible to deal with variations in total remittances instead of 
average remittances, which include, totally or in part, past 
migration, that is the Emigrant stock (M). 

In this regression the two variabks haw been separated, 
emigrant stock (Mj and average remittance ( r ) .  

where 

R,- 1 
average remittance = r, - r E - 

Mi- I 

and the following raulb are obtained: 



-l'hc. ~.c.sults itrt. sdtisl.~ctory sincc. t h t *  rrgrc.ssion cxpl;iills 8 1  per rerlt 
ol thc* variatior~s in migratory flows. 'l'hc par.amcPtcr signs arc. 11lose 
expcctcd, and t tests give values that result in the rejection ofthe null 
hypothesis, thr value of I bcmg much higher for the stock variable 
(M) . There is nu multicolinearit y between the independent 
variables and the DM'falls in the indeterminate area. It can be said 
then that variations in stocks and in average remittances explain to 
a very high percentage variations in flows ofemigrants leaving Italy 
to settle a broad. 

ITALIAN EhllGRATlON T O  ARGENTINA 

Data are more scarce and for shorter periods regarding remittances 
sent by Italians living in Argentina to their country of origin. 
Taking into consideration that the present study ends in 1914- 
since from this moment the circumstances impinging on migration 
were altered owing to the war - and that the series of data on 
remittances made by means of postal giros and the Bunco dt .4rapolt 
begin in 1go1 and 1902, the observations that can be made are few 
and refer to incomplete data. 

The tests carried out with Remittances did not yield satisfactory 
results. For this reason an exclusive relationship was postulated in its 
place between the flow of Italians who emigrated each year and the 
stock of Italians living in Argentina (included in the variable Total 
Remittances in the previous regressions). The purpose was to check 
the existence of the 'family and friendo' efect partly revealed in 
the remittances. In this case, longer series (32 years) are avail- 
able. 

where 

4 2 . I  = stock of Italians who travelled to Argentina and were 110t 
repatriated in the yean 1876- 1903 
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obtainir~g the following results: 

In this instance the percentage explained rose to 53 per cent. t value 
permit the rejection of the null hypothesis that there is no 
association between tbc Aows variable and the explanatory 
variable. 

I t  would seem then chat the variable that hiu a higher 
explanatory power over variations in flows of emigrants to 
Argentina, is the stuck variable of Italians Living in Argentina, a fact 
t h t  reflects the Yamily ud him&' dim as well as tbt e&ct of 
'remit tances7- 

CONCLUSION 

I .  The differential d't 46 -5, measured by the changu in 
average remittances (assuming consumption remains constant) 
seems to explain a part, albeit not a very considerable one, ofthe 
response of ltalivn immigrants: 41 per cent in tbc case of 
emip t ion  m the rest d ' thc world. 

2. Total remittanctv ( a variable in which the immigrant stack is 
included) explain a very high percentage, 95 pet cent of 
emigration to the rest d the world. 

3. The immigrant stock, both in the rest of the world and in 
Argentina, is the variabk explaining with a greater degree of 
satisfaction the responsc of emigrants fmm Italy.'. As far an 
emigration to the rest of the world is concerned, remittances and 
stock explain 81 per cent; and to Argentina, the stock explains 53 
per cmt. It must be pointed out that the 'family and friends' 
eITect is expressed in the stock, revealed in the existence of a 
volume of fillow countrymen in the receiver country. This in 
turn is translated in the rcmittanrcs operating as an information 
factor a ~ c l l  as providing auistance toward the payment of 
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moving expenses: fares, period withou~ employment, ctc. 
Although there is no increase in the average remittance (r), the 
increase in total remittances (R) implies that a greater number of 
remittances reached a greater number ofpeople - those who will 
subsequently emigrate. 

It L important to point out that what apparently took place was 
the opposite o l  what was expected. The assumption is that the 
movement of the labour factor from low-wage situations to high- 
wage ones, should have tended towards their equalisation and 
therefore, to check the labour flow from one to the other." If this 
had been so, the increase in the stock would be inversely correlated 
with the increase in immigration flows, instead the rxact opposite 
occun. Nonethcles this is explained by the fact that the existence of 
an emigrant stock (M) in the receiver country involves a reduction 
in the pecuniary expenses -owing to remittances, ludging, employ- 
men1 networkr, etc. - besides other nonpecuniary expenses. Es- 
pecially in employment the migrant stock has played the role ol'an 
eficienc adjustment mecharlism in the labour market. Con- 
sequently, even though the increase in migration could contribute 
towards lowering the price ofwagn, and thus reducing the benefits 
ofmigration, the existcnceofagreater volume offellow countrymen 
(a greater stock) reduced the cost of moving. This was reflected in a 
chain-reaction muldng in the existence of greater flows, with the 
mnsquent  greater stock, which in turn gave rise to greater flows, 
delaying the return to equlibrium pmitiona. This could be main- 
tained while there was a high marginal labour productivity in thr 
new world. 
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